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Frid~~ 28th November, 1997
Ameen Akhalwaya,
P.O.Box 495,
Lenasia 1820

My dear Ameen,
I heard a little while ago that you were seriously ill. Then I
saw and heard you with Cape Town bid. You were in Switzerland.
Then I read in the Sowetan
is the matter?

that you were

ill again. Whatever

We met after you were forced to close down after funding for
your paper fizzled out. You were in poor shape. But I think we
all understood that our contribution to the struggle did not
give us the frontline in the new democracy.
I illUSt te.11 you I am a collector. My archival material is vast
and I recently gave my papers to UDW in an attempt to get rid
of its Indian face and to give it a South African face.
At
least its a small beginning. My books I have given to Cuba.
You do know beside all their magnificiewnt solidarity work for
us they educated my late son Sha. In the 8 years he was there
he turned out to be a physicist. Sadly through a medical
accident he died in 1995. My first son Sahdhan you will recall
was assassinated in Lusaka. My heavy burden.
In my collection I found your article on Oliver Tambo (OR) in
the Post-Natal of the 28-1/5/93. That it was written by a nonexile I thought was amazing. You captured what we in exile
knew of this wonderful man. To have worked with him was an
experience. Thank you so much.
If you have any copies
have a . copy or two.

of the

Indicator, I'd

be pleased to

Ameen, get well - thats an order.
Sincerely

,t.11,li

Phyllis Naidoo
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